The very latest, portable compact measurement device
Try out the latest-generation mobile data acquisition device, SQobold, and experience our trend-setting four-channel measurement system with intuitive touch screen controls.

With up to six hours of stand-alone operation, SQobold acquires aurally-accurate recordings, sound level measurements, etc. with ease, wherever your measurements take you. Due to its special length of less than 15 cm and its low weight of 485 g, SQobold is really pleasant to touch.

The integrated GPS receiver and the optionally available GPS antenna record the location and the time of your measurements. Additional documentation of data can be accomplished by connecting a USB camera and making simultaneous video recordings. Thus, SQobold provides innumerable possibilities from noise mapping to comprehensively documented test runs.

The large, brilliant touch display provides the ultimate in ease-of-use. All settings and functions are adjustable without PC or tablet. Recorded data can be stored directly on the high-capacity internal memory or a USB stick. As an alternative, use SQobold in front-end operation with HEAD Recorder, ArtemiS SUITE or NoiseBook.